Comparative experiments of fibril formation from whey protein concentrate with homogeneous and secondary nuclei.
Two types of special structures, homogeneous and secondary nuclei, form during fibril formation. The structural and functional properties of amyloid fibrils in whey protein concentrate (WPC) with different ratios of added homogeneous nuclei to secondary nuclei were investigated. Thioflavin T fluorescence analysis and kinetic equations indicated that two types of nuclei could accelerate WPC fibrillation compared with WPC self-assembling into amyloid fibrils, thereby reducing the lag time and increasing the number of fibrils. However, there were considerable differences in the nucleation-inducing capability of WPC fibrillation between homogeneous and secondary nuclei. The number of fibrils formed by adding homogeneous nuclei was higher than that obtained with secondary nuclei, the increase in the Th T fluorescence intensity induced by homogeneous nuclei was 1.83-fold much than secondary nuclei. Meanwhile, secondary nuclei yielded a 2.71-fold faster aggregation rate of WPC than homogeneous nuclei, particularly during the first hour of thermal treatment (protein mass ratio of nuclei to WPC 1:1). The gelation time of WPC after secondary nuclei addition was shorter, from 10 h (WPC (2.0/6.5)) to 4 h (WPC + HN) to 2 h (WPC + SN); however, the gel microstructure of WPC after the addition of homogeneous nuclei was denser, yielding a preferred water holding capacity.